An unprecedented event in the realm of bankruptcy

As a tribute to the late Gabriel Moss QC and Ian Fletcher QC, both of whom were titans in the field of international insolvency. South Square and the International Insolvency Institute have agreed to sponsor a series of lectures in their honour.

Sir Roy Goode KC delivered the inaugural Moss-Fletcher Lectures, and Prof. Jay L. Westbrook, from the University of Texas, will offer the second set of lectures in this series.

This second set of lectures has already kicked off in Mexico City, the next event will take place in London at Middle Temple on 7th June 2023.

Click here to register

Prof. Jay L. Westbrook

In terms of empirical research and international/comparative studies, Professor Jay L. Westbrook is a pioneer in the international field of insolvency. He is the author of numerous books and papers and the recipient of awards from several international organisations.

Professor Jay L. Westbrook will be visiting Middle Temple, where he will deliver a lecture followed by a Q&A session.

Start Time: 6.00PM

Introduction & Presentation of Moss - Fletcher programme

Professor Jay L. Westbrook
   i. Lecture
   ii. Q&A
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